
Wesley is a community health center that provides

care for underserved patients in Phoenix, Arizona.

Their executive team was spending ~40 hours

collectively gathering data, but they still weren’t

attaining their desired result: a comprehensive picture.

The leadership team felt like they were “flying blind”

when it came to making decisions – after data

gathering, there simply was no time left to analyze and

act.  

Wesley consulted with Trumpet to explore ways to get

quick, consolidated data so they could shift their

attention to making informed decisions proactively –

they landed on using Robotic Process Automation

(RPA) along with Power BI. Trumpet worked quickly to

deliver valuable functionality, focusing on a flexible

design that would empower the Wesley team to easily

add reports to the bot's workload. The results were

even better than Wesley had hoped – they now have

access to up-to-date, complete data that enables them

to make decisions to positively impact patient care,

reduce expenses, and improve revenue and funding.  
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Wesley Community Health Center in Phoenix, Arizona serves approximately 7,000 patients per year

from the city's most disadvantaged populations. Like most CHCs, Wesley needed to improve funding

while cutting costs, however, their leadership felt they were "flying blind" in knowing what changes to

make because the data that would drive those decisions was buried in operational systems. Even though

their executive team spent a combined 40 hours each week pulling reports from multiple systems, they

still didn't have a comprehensive picture. More importantly, they didn't have enough time to analyze and

take action on the reporting they were able to generate.

  

Wesley’s leadership knew they were missing out on substantial revenue opportunities. For example, 

they were only capturing 5% of the $600,000 payer incentives for which they were eligible due to gaps

in reporting and required quality measures. In addition, leadership wanted to focus on improvements

that would maintain compliance with and funding from the Health Resources and Services

Administration (HRSA).

The executive team consulted with Trumpet to find ways to get fast, consolidated access to their data

to fuel decision-making. Trumpet found that key members of Wesley's leadership - their CFO, COO, and

a key manager – were running reports manually across five different applications: their accounting,

electronic health records, phone system, HR, and quality measures data systems. 

There was insufficient time to run each report every day, 

so they opted to run them less frequently which led to outdated data. In addition, there were many

reports they could not generate due to time.

In the end, Wesley’s leadership had little trust in the data and lacked the time to perform the analysis

needed to act. As Wesley’s leadership looked to solve this challenge, they considered hiring a new

employee to run these reports at a projected cost of $85,000 per year – the same value as the

aggregate time leadership was devoting to generate the reports today. But even with an additional

person, it would still take that person all week to produce the same reports that leadership was already

generating, meaning they still wouldn’t have all of the information they needed to make effective

decisions. 

CHALLENGES: Delayed and partial data, and no time

for decisions

GOAL: Fast and informed decisions

Wesley was spending 40 hours of executive time each week to get data

and that still wasn't enough - decision making was reactive and often

not based on the most up-to-date data. For Wesley, this translated to

missing out on revenue - like capturing only 5% of the $600,000 in

available payer incentives.



The executive team consulted with Trumpet to find ways to get fast, consolidated access to their data

to fuel decision-making. Trumpet found that key members of Wesley's leadership - their CFO, COO, and

a key manager – were running reports manually across five different applications: their accounting,

electronic health records, phone system, HR, and quality measures data systems. 

There was insufficient time to run each report every day, so they opted to run them less frequently

which led to outdated data. In addition, there were many reports they could not generate due to time.

In the end, Wesley’s leadership had little trust in the data and lacked the time to perform the analysis

needed to act. As Wesley’s leadership looked to solve this challenge, they considered hiring a new

employee to run these reports at a projected cost of $85,000 per year – the same value as the

aggregate time leadership was devoting to generate the reports today. But even with an additional

person, it would still take that person all week to produce the same reports that leadership was 

already generating, meaning they still wouldn’t have all of the information they needed to make

effective decisions. 

Trumpet worked with Wesley to understand their

reporting workflows and recommend a solution:

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) combined with

Power BI. Trumpet’s developers created an RPA bot

to automatically run the reports the executive team

needed and prepare them for import into Power BI.

The RPA process runs every report management

needs, every night, including many that no-one

previously had time to run, feeding Power BI

dashboards that are up to date every morning. 

IMPLEMENTATION: "A fantastic experience"

SOLUTION: Real-time,

actionable data



INITIAL RESULTS: From flying blind to 

same-day decisions

Wesley’s leadership is extremely happy with the new automation and plans substantial operational

changes within the next 90 days thanks to new insights into their operational data. Faster access to

more complete data – and the time to act on it – will enable them to improve patient care, reduce

expenses, and improve revenues and funding. For instance, the leadership team believes that they will

soon capture at least 75% of the available payer incentives, versus the 5% they were previously

collecting. 

Going forward, Wesley is already identifying new places where automation can save staff time, improve

billing speed and accuracy, increase system interoperability, and ensure reporting compliance.

FUTURE GAINS: Improved services, streamlined

operations, and increased funding

Within two weeks of implementation, Wesley was already seeing important benefits from immediate

access to up-to-date reporting, leading them to:

Save 40 hours per week of executive time at a value of $85,000 per year.

Reallocate budget that would have been used on a new data reporting specialist to

instead hire a new IT Manager and elevate an office manager to Operations Manager.

Applying executive time to previously stalled projects, like revising their credentialing

process.

Make rapid decisions and actions based on Immediate access to the center’s data,

including:

1.

2.

3.

4.

RECOVERED $85K

WORTH OF

EXECUTIVE TIME

 

PROVIDE DAILY VS.

WEEKLY REPORTING

FOR FASTER

DECISION MAKING

 

INSIGHTS HELPED

IDENTIFY AND FUEL

PROCESS

IMPROVEMENT
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A same-day decision to make facilities safer after seeing patient COVID

positivity rates.

Finding and fixing a significant gap in their provider referral process, within

a week.

Identify call abandonment rates and call times, which they improved with

staff training.

Shifting resources to a food program that now provides over 250 meals to

the community per day, after getting new, complete access to the center's

SDOH data.


